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Letter from the Chairman
Finally, I would like to thank the Allergy New Zealand
This year has been incredibly challenging for all sections
of the community including the not for profit sector. It is
unfortunate that charitable organisations such as Allergy
New Zealand struggle financially at these times when
our services are in most demand. We are acutely aware
that health conditions such as allergies place an extra
financial burden on individuals and families and we
hope that our efforts assist in alleviating some of these

staff that are the backbone of the organisation and that
work many extra unpaid hours to ensure that we meet our
members’ needs: Penny Jorgensen (CEO), Michelle
Rogers (Office Manager), Inga Stünzner (Information
Services & Publisher/Editor of Allergy Today), Sara Jane
Murison

(Allergy

Despite the financial constraints Allergy New Zealand
has been able to make significant progress towards
achieving the objectives in the organisations strategic
plan and these are highlighted in the CEOs report.
In the current debate over the cost of fundraising and the
reflect a commitment to maximizing outcomes on behalf
of our supporters as well as the allergy community,
through reducing overheads, staff going the extra mile,
and volunteers contributing their time and expertise in
multiple ways.
The profile of Allergy New Zealand has grown
remarkably over the last 5 years and we find that print
and television media, government departments, food
industry etc are in regular contact seeking information
and advice. The heightened awareness of allergies and
Allergy New Zealand helps us to achieve our goals and
is due to many years of hard work by all those associated
with the organisation.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank the many
volunteers who selflessly give up their free time
including the Medical Panel, the National Support
Network, members that help with allergy awareness
week and other fund raising activities, my fellow Board
members and of course our irrepressible Ambassador,
Peter Leitch QSM (The Mad Butcher).
One person that deserves individual recognition is
Michelle Goo, our treasurer who is leaving the Board
after four years. Michelle has spent many hours every
week in the Allergy New Zealand offices organising the
accounts and supporting the staff. Her positive presence
and guiding hand will be missed by everyone.

Julie

(National Support Network Co-ordinator).

pressures.

value attached to the Donor dollar, our achievements

Educator),

Dunsmuir

(Membership Services) and Kimberley Madden-Snoad

Greg Murison, PhD
Chairman
August 2009
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Chief executive’s report

support to families and individuals particularly
with complex and/or life-threatening allergies;

In presenting this Annual Report, I begin by stating
Allergy New Zealand’s mission:

and;
•

representing the interests of people living with
allergies including raising awareness.

To improve the quality of life for people living with
allergies through raising awareness, providing support,

In delivering these we aim to:

and representing their interests, particularly of children
•

and their families.

be the first point of contact for anyone wanting
information about allergies including clinical,

The need for us to fulfil our purpose is evident in the

treatments, services, research and development,

statistics. Allergies are a set of chronic conditions which

issues, policies and procedures, and living day-

have been increasing in prevalence throughout the world

to-day;

in recent decades. It is estimated at least one in five New

•

enable families and individuals to develop the

Zealanders have an allergic condition, most of them

knowledge and skills needed to manage their

younger people of working age and their children. In

allergies on a day-to-day basis so that they can

addition, for those with complex and/or severe and

live safely and well, and participate fully in

potentially life-threatening allergies, their communities

normal life;

as well as their families will also be affected. So while

•

improve the safety of those with life-threatening

nearly a million people in New Zealand will experience

allergies, including children, by educating key

the symptoms of an allergic reaction at some stage of

sectors

their lives, most of the population is likely to be affected

submissions to government and policy-makers,
•

by allergies, directly or indirectly.

and

communities,

and

making

improve access to allergy-related health services
by informing health professionals, promoting

The burden of allergy has been estimated in the millions

research, and working with the media.

of dollars, not just in medical costs but in the impact on
quality of life for sufferers, including such things as lost

In the 12 months to 30 June 2009, we managed over

days in employment and reduced education attainment

200,000 contacts for information, advice and support.

for children. Of course the figures don’t adequately

This included over 130,000 visitors to our website;

describe the sheer misery of a young child with such

seminars to more than 900 participants; 3000 information

severe eczema that they need two hours and more a day

packs distributed nationally; magazines and other

of wet wrapping and other treatment; or the stress on a

information distributed to more than 5000 health

family trying to avoid the possibility of their loved one

professionals every quarter; 5000 food safety posters

experiencing a life-threatening reaction from everyday

distributed to food services; thousands of email and phone

food.

enquiries; numerous food recall notices and newsletters to
members; and networking with families in our local

Allergy New Zealand seeks to meet the needs of people

support groups.

living with allergies and their families and communities
through a range of programmes, services and projects.

In spite of a reduction in our staffing through this period

Broadly speaking, these are:

we actually increased ‘outputs’ over the previous year.
This is in no small way due to the passion and

•

the

provision

of

current,

evidence-based

hours and duties their job descriptions prescribe; and the

information on all aspects of allergy;
•

education
patients,

to

key

families,

commitment of staff who have worked well beyond the

stakeholders

including

support of many volunteers. They will be acknowledged

health

education

further in this report.

and

professionals, policy-makers, and the food
industry;

Activities of note through the year include:

i)

including members, health professionals and

Information Service:

others indicates the increasing value and
•

website has seen the site increasingly being

•

credibility given this publication

Ongoing development and maintenance of the
•

Allergy

Awareness

Week

in

May

2009

used not only for dissemination of up-to-date

involved 60 community and school libraries

information but access to resources, advice

setting up displays utilising resources supplied

and support

by Allergy New Zealand. The bookmarks

New resources developed including pamphlets

developed for the occasion, sponsored by

on food allergy, anaphylaxis and allergic

Nutricia, were very well-received

rhinitis; two food safety posters, and a range of
bookmarks
•

Hundreds

of

individual

requests

for

information by phone, email and in person
handled by staff every month.
ii)

Education Service:
•

Allergy education programme included more
than 30 presentations delivered to more than
900 people nationally including parents and
caregivers, public health and school nurses,
teachers, early childhood staff, and food

•

•

•

Hundreds of people visited our stands and
attended our seminars at the Gluten-Free Food

industry representatives;
Health

and Allergy Shows in Auckland, in July 2008

Professionals developed and distributed to

and May 2009. We look forward to the next

Public Health Nurse teams nationally;

show, in Christchurch in October

Training

Resource

Kit

for

More than 200 Allergy and Anaphylaxis

•

Interviews, information and/or articles were

Guidelines for Schools and Early Childhood

provided for publication in over 32 media

Education centres (ECEs), and 80 Education

organisations, including The Herald, The Press,

Kits distributed in association with the

Dominion Post, The Otago Daily Times, Fair

education programme.

Go, TVNZ’s Good Morning, Newstalk ZB,
Radio New Zealand, and Littlies magazine to

iii)

name a few.

National Support Network:
•

Over 350 families involved in local volunteer

In representing the interests of people with allergies, we

support networks, assisted by nine Regional

have determined that overall priorities for people are:

Coordinators and four Local Support Group
i)

Coordinators
•

Range

of

activities

including

allergy

diagnosis,

services

treatment

and

ii)

adrenaline auto-injector for anaphylaxis to

iii)

the burden associated with living with

be free or at least low-cost

and networking through email.
Raising Awareness:

to

management

programmes for children, coffee mornings for

iv)

access

including

holiday

mums, guest speakers in evening meetings,

improved

allergies is recognised by the community
at large and alleviated through education

•

Our magazine ‘Allergy Today’ deserves
special note as ongoing feedback from readers

and support.

Some of the outcomes from this work that can be seen
to date are:
i)

improved access to allergy services for
children through paediatric clinics in a
number of main public hospitals around
the country

Allergy New Zealand has developed a range of strategies

ii)

improved knowledge of risk management

iii)

increasing number of schools and pre-

to represent these matters. These include direct service

of food allergens in the food sector

delivery (as reported above) through to membership of
working groups, participation in consultations, oversight
of

surveys,

development

of

submissions,

schools able to implement good practice in

and

safely managing children with severe

participation in research.

allergies
iv)

development

Over the past year this work included:

date
•

membership of the Paediatric Society’s Allergy

•

participation

the

resources

including

and

evidence-based

information,

which will enhance safety initiatives in

Special Interest Group
in

of

training packages that incorporate up-to-

many areas
ASCIA

Anaphylaxis

v)

increasing number of research initiatives

Training Working Party

into food allergy and anaphylaxis in New

•

chairing the 2009 ‘Conferenz’ Food Safety

•

participation in the Australian and New Zealand

Zealand.

Summit

Research

Food and Grocery Council’s Food Allergen
Forum
•

•

Our commitment to research has seen Allergy New

promotion of information about ACC cover for

Zealand’s ongoing partnership with the Auckland District

anaphylaxis and provision of information to

Health Board in a Food Allergy Research Programme.

individual ACC anaphylaxis claimants

This is led by Associate Professor Rohan Ameratunga

membership of the project team for the

with Dr Christine Crooks as the post-doctoral research

‘Consumer Study of Food Allergen Labelling:

fellow. We are pleased that approval has recently been

Follow-on Survey 2008-09’ commissioned by

granted by the Multi-regional Ethics Committee for the

FSANZ

proposed feasibility study into ‘Food allergy in young

(Food

Standards

Australia

New

Zealand)
•

•

children’.

meeting with and submissions to the Ministry of
Education re guidelines on management of

In addition, we have been working with the Department

severe allergies in schools and pre-schools

of Psychology at AUT to develop a research programme

correspondence with and submissions to NZQA
(NZ

Qualifications

Authority)

over

the

anaphylaxis component in the First Aid Unit

looking at the psychological burden of allergy. This
programme is due to be launched with an on-line survey
through Allergy New Zealand.

Standards
•

statement presented at a Coroner’s inquest into
a death through food-triggered anaphylaxis

•

draft

guidelines

developed

for

managing

anaphylaxis in the workplace
•

developing information and networking towards

We are also pleased with the support offered by the
Bachelor of Health Science programme at Auckland
University. This has provided us with the opportunity to
commission surveys conducted by students. In 2008, three
projects were undertaken.

a campaign for funding of adrenaline autoinjectors.

•

A survey of the management of anaphylaxis in
Early Childhood Education services (ECEs) in

•

•

the Auckland region provided data on children

support for the Regional and Local Support Group

enrolled, policies and procedures, and training

Coordinators around the country, and helped extend the

of staff

network through bringing onboard new coordinators.

Focus groups of GPs to identify gaps in GP

Kimberley left this position in April to return to

knowledge of food allergy and preferred

secondary school teaching, however she continues in her

methods of accessing information and training

volunteer role as Regional Coordinator for South

Focus groups and survey of parents to provide

Auckland.

recommendations on the development of a
‘parent kit’.

Inga Stünzner, as our Information Officer, has primary
responsibility for the quality and flow of information.

These studies have all provided useful data and

This includes the ongoing development and management

information which has contributed to the development

of the website, development of new information and

of programmes and services, framework for projects,

resources, meeting the demand for information from

and material for submissions. One outcome as an

many sources, and managing all media communications,

example, from the survey of ECEs, was correspondence

all of which she has done superbly well.

with NZQA over the First Aid Unit Standards leading
to their agreement to include reference to individual

Sara-Jane Murison, as our Allergy Educator, managed the

Anaphylaxis Action Plans.

development and provision of education services and
resources, particularly for families, health and education

While we are very proud of our accomplishments over

professionals and the food industry. She has also

the past 12 months, the reality is that Allergy New

represented the organisation in many forums and

Zealand has had a challenging year. The recession has

reviewed and provided comment to a wide-range of

had a significant effect on funding streams and this in

submissions. Sara-Jane left Allergy New Zealand at the

turn has lead to a reduction in staffing levels and

end of June after many years in both paid and voluntary

resources. To add to this we had the disruption of two

roles.

burglaries to contend with. However, in spite of this we

knowledge and commitment will be much missed.

Her

high

professional

standards,

extensive

have still managed to deliver our services and
programmes to the same levels if not actually increased

Volunteers

in some areas, as the previous twelve months. As
mentioned earlier, this is testimony to the hard work and

Allergy New Zealand is blessed with passionate and

dedication of our staff, volunteers and supporters.

expert volunteers in many categories:

Staff

The Board of Directors

Michelle Rogers, our Office Manager, has kept the

Through the challenging times of recent months, the

organisation operating efficiently day to day, as well as

Board has been ably led by Dr Greg Murison. Special

providing administrative support for events, promotions

mention goes to Michelle Goo who, through her role as

and campaigns such as our raffle; maintaining networks;

Treasurer over the past three years has also provided

and managing the insurance claim and other work

extensive support to the operational side of the

associated with the burglaries.

organisation; and to Dot Louie who, as Secretary, has also
assisted with administration and other support roles.

Julie Dunsmuir ably administered our membership

Individually, members of the Board have also provided

programme as well as reception duties, information

invaluable information, contacts, and advice in their

requests, and all incoming and outgoing mail. Julie’s

various fields of expertise.

position ended in June and we wish her all the best.

The Medical Panel
Kimberley Madden-Snoad, in her role as National
Support Network Coordinator, provided information and

The on-going demand for our information reflects the

He has made significant personal donations to the

value of its credibility as well as accessibility. We are

organisation

very grateful for the support given by the members of

considerably enhanced our fundraising activities through

our Medical Panel in ensuring the information we

the year. In the process he has also raised awareness of

distribute is evidence-based and up-to-date. This is

our work in many quarters we would not normally have

particularly important in the current environment where

an opportunity to connect with.

and

through

active

involvement

has

there are a lot of confusing – and unproven - claims
about diagnosis, treatment, cures and prevention.

Challenges now and in the future

The National Support Network

Allergy New Zealand’s current Strategic Plan (20052010) identifies the need for us to increase capacity in

Peer support is often vital to the wellbeing of families

order to meet the needs of our growing constituency. This

living with food and other complex or severe allergies.

still holds true. Unfortunately the reality of tough

The members of the support network provide support to

economic times has meant we currently operate on a

their local communities in many ways, including

significantly reduced capacity. We have also found that

information by phone and email, facilitating support

while our greatest resource is people, salaries are the

group meetings, promoting information through local

hardest expense item to raise funds for.

schools, libraries, Plunket clinics and other networks,
and providing feedback to Allergy New Zealand on a

There are also other challenges. In some senses we are

range of issues. The 350 + families currently involved in

victims of our own success. Many people see us as a very

support networks around the country are a testament to

professional

the many hours our volunteers contribute.

commercial or business model. They therefore don’t

organisation

and

equate

us

with

a

necessarily see us as a ‘poor but worthy’ organisation

Other Volunteers

deserving of ongoing support. On the other hand we also
have to minimise the risk of ‘victimising’ our constituents

Jill Macfarlane continues to work tirelessly in the

while trying to portray the need we seek to address. For

background clearing the 0800 line; and Allergy New

instance, while we work to create a safer environment for

Zealand continues to receive income through sales of the

people at risk of life-threatening anaphylaxis, we must

‘Food Allergy Cookbook’ written by Jill in association

avoid delivering messages that create fear.

with Ros Campbell.
Another challenge is the determination of priorities when

Our Ambassador

resources are limited. Do we focus on the things which
are immediate but may benefit only a proportion of the
allergic community (albeit thousands), or the longer term
where results may benefit all those affected by allergy but
may not be apparent for some time? Or do we continue to
try to do both but in a limited capacity?
These are some of the aspects that our organisation will
need to consider in the next few years. We invite
members to contribute their ideas in a survey to be
launched later this month, which will provide some initial
input to the scope of our Strategic Plan for 2010 – 2015.
To conclude this report I wish to extend the grateful

Peter Charles Leitch QSM continues to support us in so

thanks of all involved in our organisation, to our

many ways that it is difficult to acknowledge them all.

wonderful supporters. They are many and varied, from
individual donors to corporate members and sponsors, to

philanthropic trusts. Without them Allergy New Zealand
would not exist. We hope you will continue to support
us as we work for the interests of the ‘allergy’
community at large.

Penny Jorgensen
Chief Executive Officer
August 2009

A conscious effort to minimise and control spending has

Report from the Treasurer

resulted in expenditure being lower than the prior year.
A universal theme for many organisations (both
commerical AND not-for-profits) is 2008/2009 has been

That said, we can stand tall knowing that our financial
result could have been considerably worse.

an extremely challenging year for Allergy New Zealand,
and it certainly lived up to its “not-for-profit” status.

In the short term, we will continue to face challenging
times. For the new financial year, the Board and Staff

In the financial year ended 31 March 2009, Allergy NZ
made a loss of $24,470. Fortunately our financial
successes accumulated over prior years has buffered this

have taken steps to ensure the organisation continues to
survive. We have actively sought new funding sources (eg
sponsorship, raffle), and taken action to prioritise
essential services to ensure our limited resources are used

result, and while struggling we continue to survive.

efficiently. We have also identified options which manage
The difficulties faced by many of our traditional funders
have been widely reported (eg ASB Community Trust).
The global financial crisis has reduced the value of many
investments, thus restricting availability to funding.
Simultaneously, the number of organisations seeking

our cashflow more effectively. There will be changes, but
the Board is fortunate that it has Staff, Volunteers and
Charitable Funders, who will, together, ensure the
sustainability of the organisation to meet its key
objectives.

assistance has increased, placing even more strain on
I have resigned as Treasurer and would like to take the

already squeezed funding sources.

opportunity to thank the present and past Chairmen (Greg
As a result, we have actively sought new sources of
funding/sponsorship (eg ACC, ADHB, Sir Ernest Davis
Endowment Fund, Ted and Mollie Carr Endowment
Fund), and particularly appreciate the continued support
from historical funders COGS, JR McKenzie Trust,

Murison, Peter Aish and Mark Coyle), and Penny
Jorgensen and Michelle Rogers who have all provided
me with much valued support and guidance. Thank you
also to Scott Browne for his continued pro bono audit
work.

Lotteries Board, Mr Peter Leitch, NZFSA, Nutricia, Pub
Charity, and others individually named in the audited
accounts. Their grants/contributions have enabled us to
continue delivering many of our desperately needed
services.
It is with pride that despite difficult times, our member
subscriptions have increased slightly ($17,276 to
$19,511),

however,

discretionary

donations

Michelle Goo

have

dropped dramatically from $21,821 to $3,659. Special

Treasurer

acknowledgement should be made to our wonderful
Ambassador, Mr Peter Leitch, who has contributed
royalties ($12,500) from his autobiography, and speakers
fees, as well as his time and energy in supporting
fundraising on our behalf.
Similarly, it is reassuring to report that our magazine
(Allergy Today) defies industry trends – whilst lower in
total, each issue’s advertising revenue and subscriptions
remains stable, although significantly higher distribution
(postal)

costs

contribution.

have

eroded

the

nett

magazine

August 2009

People in the organisation
2008 – 2009
The Board of Allergy New Zealand,
2008 - 09
Greg Murison, Chairman
Michelle Goo, Treasurer
Dot Louie, Secretary
Sarah Duncan
Sue Egbers
Berna Haerewa
Matthew Leaning
Priyan Rajapaksa
Tim Tenbensel
Aileen Smith
Assoc Prof Rohan Ameratunga, Medical Panel
Representative

The Allergy New Zealand Ambassador
Peter Charles Leitch, QSM

The Medical and Scientific Advisory
Panel
Associate Professor Rohan Ameratunga
Dr Brian Broom
Pauline Brown
Dr Vincent St Aubyn Crump
Dr Penny Fitzharris
Jenny Heyward
Anna Richards
Tania Clifton-Smith
Dr Richard Steele
Sanchia Vos

Elizabeth Brown
Aimee Feck
Audrey Quigley
Vanya Steiner

Waitakere City
Dannevirke
Waikato
North Shore

Volunteers
Alec Brown
Michelle Goo
Tony Lough
Dot Louie
Jill Macfarlane
Tania Anderson
And many others who helped in countless ways

Life Members
Ros Campbell
Dr Jerry Chunn
Sue Cochrane
Mark Coyle
Val Gillanders
Susan Just
Natalie Lloyd
Jill Macfarlane
Carmela Maplesden
Helena Merson
Sandra Sheard
Dorothy Spencer
Carolyn Sutherland
Dan Williams
Margaret Wong

Staff
Penny Jorgensen, CEO
Sara-Jane Murison, Allergy Educator
Michelle Rogers, Office Manager
Julie Dunsmuir, Membership Services
Inga Stünzner, Information Officer
Kimberley Madden-Snoad, NSN Coordinator
Christine Crooks, Researcher

Honorary Solicitor
Michele Sang

Honorary Auditor
Scott Browne - MH & K Chartered Accountants

The National Support Network
Regional Co-ordinators
Lisa Aish
Sue Devaliant
Lynne Dunn
Nicola Clissold
Wendy Jenkins
Kimberley Madden-Snoad
Erin Martin
Raewyn Mitchell
Wendi Turner

Auckland City
Northland
Taranaki
Wellington
Southland
Manukau City
Dunedin
Canterbury
Nelson

Support Group Coordinators
Susan Brady

Napier

Thank You to our Funders, Donors,
Sponsors and Supporters
Abacus ALS
ACC
Advanced Customs Services Ltd
Aggie Greys Lagoon Beach Resort & Spa
Anna Farrier and Jeff Harris
Alistair Macfarlane
Aotearoa Construction
ArtBeat Graphic Design
ASB Community Trust
ASCIA
Ashby Family
A. Toledo
Auckland District Health Board
Auckland Regional Public Health
Auckland International Airport

Auto Trader Magazine
Ballantynes Ltd
Canon
Chinese Opera Charity Donors
CSL Biotherapies (NZ) Ltd
COGS Committees
D.Hunter
Fujitsu
Healthy Food Guide
Hugh Green Group
Impact Legal
J A Redwood Charitable Trust
J R McKenzie Trust
Jenny & Chris Deacon
K. Burgess & K. Low
Leitch Family Trust
Levin Racing Club
Lottery Grants Board
Mad Butcher Holdings
Mad Butcher stores
Mad Butcher-Suburban Newspapers Community Trust
Mark Coyle
MBE Mt Eden
MH & K Chartered Accountants
Mt Wellington Trust
Mylan New Zealand
New Zealand Food Safety Authority
New Zealand Metropolitan Trotting Club
New Zealand Post Group
Nilfisk Advance
Nutricia (NZ) Ltd
NZFGW Canterbury Branch
Pacific Blue & Polynesian Blue Airlines
Peter Leitch QSM
Phadia AB
Pub Charity
Radio Network
Regency Duty Free
Rotary Club of Pakuranga
Sir Ernest Davis Endowment Fund
Sir John Logan Campbell Trust
SkyCity Auckland Community Trust
Southern Stars Charitable Trust
Southern Trust
Stonyridge Vineyard Ltd
Suburban Newspapers Auckland
Tania Anderson
Tech Soup
Ted & Mollie Carr Endowment Fund
Telecom NZ Ltd
The Australian Food & Grocery Council
The Community Trust of Southland
The Mad Butcher
The Vodafone Warriors

Trillian Trust
Truth Publications
William and Lois Manchester Trust
Williment Sports Travel
Zeald.com

Corporate Members:
Airflow Products Ltd
EBOS Group Limited
JJ’s Wafer Specialists
Link Pharmaceuticals
McDonald's Restaurants (NZ) Ltd
Restaurant Association of New Zealand

Food Allergy Research Programme
Sponsors:
Abacus ALS
Auckland District Health Board
Chinese Opera Charity Donors
Phadia AB
William & Lois Manchester Trust

Allergy Awareness Week 2009 Sponsor:
Nutricia (NZ) Ltd

2009 Raffle Sponsors:
Aggie Greys Lagoon Beach Resort & Spa
Fujitsu
Mad Butcher Group
Pacific Blue & Polynesian Blue Airlines

Website Sponsors:
Nutricia (NZ) Ltd
New Zealand Food Safety Authority
Zeald.com

